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The terms practice ready and direct patient care are evolving as the pharmacy profession transforms into a wide-ranging field of highly trained individuals. In a crowded job market, students are seeking opportunities to utilize their training beyond traditional patient care roles. As pharmacy colleges and schools update curricula to reflect current practice and drive this transformation, they are faced with the challenge to accommodate student interest in these growing nontraditional areas with the limit of two non–patient-care elective advanced pharmacy practice experiences (APPEs). This Commentary aims to bring attention to the curricular confinement by accreditation standards on elective APPEs. The time is right as ACPE is gathering input for standards revision. This is a call to action to remove the restriction of non–patient-care elective APPEs, support nontraditional career interests, and enhance opportunities for advocacy, leadership development, and innovation without sacrificing developing proficient direct patient-care skills for all future pharmacy professionals.
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INTRODUCTION

What role does a pharmacist play in the healthcare system? This seems like it should be an easy question to answer, yet it is not as simple as it seems. Phrases such as “practice transformation,” “practice readiness,” and “patient-centered care” have dominated our academic conversations, yet we struggle to define who we really are as a profession.¹ While our profession grapples with how to best define our roles in the healthcare community, the need for high-quality care, growth, and innovation continues to increase. The outlook for pharmacy graduates is distinctly different now than it was when the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE) Standards 2016 were first introduced.²,³ There are not enough traditional roles for hospital and community pharmacists for graduates who have been extensively trained in communication skills, problem-solving, and building relationships.³ While training students to provide optimal patient care is a primary goal of our programs, graduates need to master non-direct patient care skills as well. There has been a call from leadership within the pharmacy profession to recruit, train, and encourage students to be innovative thinkers, creative problem solvers, and influential leaders to ensure our newest graduates possess the necessary skills to transform the practice of pharmacy.⁴ The supply of traditional pharmacists in the workforce is rapidly exceeding demand, particularly as chain pharmacies are consolidating and reducing labor costs.³,⁵,⁶ In 2016, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) projected a 10-year growth of 5.6%, from 312,500 to 330,100 pharmacists by 2026, which was 25% below the national employment growth projection of 7.4%.⁶ More concerning is that the BLS projects a 2% decline in employment of pharmacists from 2020-2030.⁶ Lebovitz and Eddington raise critical questions about the responsibility of pharmacy colleges and schools to ensure that their graduates secure full-time employment.⁵ The US Department of Education considers gainful employment...
to be a reportable outcome and ACPE requires annual reporting of these outcomes by pharmacy colleges and schools.\(^2\) Lebovitz and Eddington also cite the importance of innovation and social entrepreneurship, calling on pharmacy schools, associations, and employers to take immediate action that will tip the balance in favor of pharmacists in the future.\(^5\)

The AACP Graduating Student Survey results from 2017 to 2021 have demonstrated that nontraditional pharmacy opportunities play a significant role in a student’s postgraduation employment plans (Table 1).\(^7\) While chain and independent community pharmacies, hospitals, and clinic-based pharmacies remain the top four most-selected practice settings for graduates, the pharmaceutical industry has consistently ranked fifth. Managed care ranked eleventh in 2017 but moved up to eighth in 2021. The largest decrease in percent responses for primary employment was in chain community pharmacy at 9.4% from 2017 to 2021. Additionally, when patient-care–related employment categories (which the authors defined as chain community pharmacy, independent community pharmacy, hospital, clinic-based, home care, and nursing home/long-term care facility) were compared to non–patient-care categories (which included consultant, academia, association management, pharmaceutical industry, managed care, and government or regulatory agency), the percentage of responses that included non–patient-care categories has increased, while the percentage of responses that included patient care categories has decreased over the years (Figure 1). The American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) Pharmacy Forecast 2021 advocates for the expansion of pharmacists in leadership roles and health informatics.\(^8\) Forecast panelists report that 77% believed very or somewhat likely that a pharmacist will be in an enterprise-wide patient safety leadership role. The ASHP Pharmacy Forecast 2020 reported that pharmacy leaders will likely supervise additional departments. The 2019-2020 Argus Commission argued that flexibility is needed to allow students to specialize in emerging areas and to allow experiential learning to prepare students for these opportunities.\(^9\) While these examples were focused on patient-facing experiences, we would like to extend these opportunities to other growing fields that may not be patient-facing experiences. Providing flexibility within elective APPEs is one way to meet this call to action. There is a need for

Table 1. Primary Employment Category Based on Percentage of Responses Per Year from the AACP Graduating Student Survey 2017-2021

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chain community pharmacy</td>
<td>6152 34.5%</td>
<td>5947 29.6%</td>
<td>5542 26.7%</td>
<td>4821 24.4%</td>
<td>5157 25.1%</td>
<td>-9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>4290 24.0%</td>
<td>4937 24.6%</td>
<td>5068 24.4%</td>
<td>4612 23.4%</td>
<td>4947 24.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent community pharmacy</td>
<td>1808 10.1%</td>
<td>2376 11.8%</td>
<td>2423 11.7%</td>
<td>2332 11.8%</td>
<td>2447 11.9%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinic-based pharmacy</td>
<td>1474 8.3%</td>
<td>1754 8.7%</td>
<td>1966 9.5%</td>
<td>2007 10.2%</td>
<td>2044 10.0%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmaceutical industry</td>
<td>674 3.8%</td>
<td>841 4.2%</td>
<td>989 4.8%</td>
<td>1073 5.4%</td>
<td>1158 5.6%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academia</td>
<td>604 3.4%</td>
<td>631 3.1%</td>
<td>741 3.6%</td>
<td>753 3.8%</td>
<td>753 3.7%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing home/long-term care facility</td>
<td>461 2.6%</td>
<td>675 3.4%</td>
<td>734 3.5%</td>
<td>495 4.0%</td>
<td>690 3.4%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consultant</td>
<td>473 2.7%</td>
<td>571 2.8%</td>
<td>660 3.2%</td>
<td>690 3.5%</td>
<td>660 3.2%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed care</td>
<td>395 2.2%</td>
<td>550 2.8%</td>
<td>657 3.2%</td>
<td>654 3.3%</td>
<td>664 3.2%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government or regulatory agency</td>
<td>461 2.6%</td>
<td>499 2.5%</td>
<td>571 2.7%</td>
<td>659 3.3%</td>
<td>620 3.0%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other pharmacy related field</td>
<td>490 2.7%</td>
<td>581 2.9%</td>
<td>598 2.9%</td>
<td>540 2.7%</td>
<td>596 2.9%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No plans for employment in the coming year</td>
<td>233 1.3%</td>
<td>358 1.8%</td>
<td>326 1.6%</td>
<td>244 1.2%</td>
<td>274 1.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home care</td>
<td>175 1.0%</td>
<td>258 1.3%</td>
<td>325 1.6%</td>
<td>356 1.8%</td>
<td>307 1.5%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association management</td>
<td>73 0.4%</td>
<td>65 0.3%</td>
<td>111 0.5%</td>
<td>124 0.6%</td>
<td>107 0.5%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-pharmacy related field</td>
<td>79 0.4%</td>
<td>66 0.3%</td>
<td>81 0.4%</td>
<td>91 0.5%</td>
<td>91 0.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AACP = American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy.
pharmacists to be adaptable, take on new roles and drive practice expansion, yet our current standards may be limiting students’ abilities to practice skills needed for these emerging roles.

DISCUSSION
Current Limitations and Challenges

ACPE Standards 2016 state that “time is reserved within the core curriculum for elective didactic and experiential education courses that permit exploration of and/or advanced study in areas of professional interest.” The Standards also encourage colleges and schools to provide a variety of APPE electives to allow students to explore areas of potential practice interest, but the Standards limit students to completing a maximum of two non-patient care elective APPEs. Given the breadth of career opportunities available to pharmacists and the number of required APPEs in traditional pharmacy roles, this allotment of time for students to identify, select, and experience an elective that better matches their career interest is notably insufficient as this limits their ability to choose from the vast array of available options included in non–patient-care elective APPEs.

This limitation on elective APPEs may hinder a student’s ability to explore nontraditional career paths, even if they have demonstrated achievement of all direct patient care competencies. For example, considering the growth and need for graduates in health informatics, schools that are cautious to count health informatics in the patient care category must then advise the student to choose between health informatics or other electives without being able to fully experience the setting until after graduation. The intention of this limitation may have been to ensure students receive sufficient direct patient care experience. However, there appear to be several flaws in this logic.

First, each college and school’s experiential program is uniquely designed, ie, not all students have the same extent of experience across required APPEs. Second, not all students need the same amount of exposure to an area to demonstrate proficiency; each learner is unique. To illustrate this point, according to ACPE’s Guidance for Standards 2016, programs commonly have six to 15 hours of didactic elective courses and one to four elective APPEs. Each school’s unique experiential program design means this restriction on elective APPEs impacts some students more than others. For example, some students have up to 12 weeks (two 6-week blocks) in a non–patient-care focused APPE, where other students are limited to 8 weeks (two 4-week blocks). The limitations placed on electives are unique to pharmacy education as compared to other healthcare professional programs and should be adjusted to ensure that each graduate is competent in patient care skills but also provides the freedom to explore non–patient-facing career paths.

Strategies for Addressing Challenges

Clarifying the definition of a patient care APPE is one strategy to address the limit of two non-patient care elective APPEs. ACPE identifies state or national pharmacy associations, state boards of pharmacy, pharmacy benefit management companies, insurance companies, pharmaceutical manufacturers, drug information or poison control centers, federal/state regulators, and research laboratories as non-patient care sites. While drug information and poison control centers may not be patient-facing, they are still patient-focused experiences. Decisions and recommendations made in these settings will directly impact the care the patient receives. By contrast, nuclear pharmacy is sometimes accepted as a patient care elective even though it is not patient-facing. Some managed care sites are considered patient-focused because they impact individual patient care plans, while other sites affect patients in broader ways. These examples illustrate the challenges of categorizing learning experiences as the pharmacy landscape continues to evolve. Due to the complicated nature of parsing out the nuances of labeling experiences as “patient care” or “non-patient care,” the task of defining patient care may be more arduous than simply removing the restriction.

Another approach to allow flexibility and career exploration in APPE electives without sacrificing achievement of direct patient care skills is utilizing other tools to ensure competency and removing the limit on non–patient-care electives. Entrustable Professional Activities (EPAs) are being incorporated into pharmacy school curricula and expected to be integrated into the next version of the ACPE Standards. EPAs require schools to ensure competency...
and practice readiness across all domains for entry-level pharmacists, including being proficient and trusted in the Patient Care Provider Domain. Students will be evaluated on this domain during the four required APPEs and must demonstrate competency to advance and graduate. While many students would be able to demonstrate proficiency during the four required APPEs, others may need additional experiences to ensure competency as a patient care provider. Experiential offices would have flexibility to adjust APPE schedules if students needed additional practice in direct patient care to demonstrate competency.

Balancing Patient Care Skills and Student Interests

Developing guidelines that allow more customized educational experiences without sacrificing the achievement of fundamental patient care skills should be a goal for the ongoing ACPE Standards revision. While all graduates should be expected to demonstrate achievement of patient care skills, creating more freedom for programs to help students explore a variety of career interests during elective APPEs should be encouraged and not limited. We do not assert that there will be a sudden movement for students to have almost all non-direct patient care rotations, nor will it be an option for students who need or desire more direct patient care experiences. We are asking, however, that the new standards accommodate the changing landscape while experiential education offices continue to ensure all outcomes are met prior to graduation. We propose standards that focus on achieving expectations instead of limiting student ability to explore pharmacy experiences. Balancing this freedom with the expectation that programs are assessing and ensuring graduates demonstrate achievement of patient care competencies, and building appropriate remediation policies to address deficits would create a more flexible experiential program. This enhanced model would provide a better experience for students who have career goals not aligned with clinical pharmacy practice and allow programs more flexibility to adjust for the changing needs of the profession more rapidly than waiting for the next iteration of accreditation requirements.

The first priority listed in the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy’s (AACP’s) strategic plan for 2021-2024 is “Leading the Transformation of Pharmacy Practice.”12 This priority’s goal statements include featuring innovative and emerging practice areas, highlighting enhanced pharmacy practice models, and promoting practice transformation that increases demand and opportunities for pharmacists. We agree with the statement by Lebovitz and Rudolph that “schools no longer have the luxury of promoting the role of a pharmacist as ‘the’ career destination for the PharmD degree, and instead must prepare students to use the skills of their pharmacy education in many different roles.”13 ACPE and pharmacy colleges and schools should encourage rather than limit elective APPEs as a response to these changes in workforce demand and to promote innovation within the pharmacy profession.

Anecdotally, student pharmacists are seeking nontraditional career opportunities and requesting support from their pharmacy programs to broaden their horizons. Colleges and schools of pharmacy have experienced this shift as students request an increase in the number and diversity of student organization chapters on their campuses over the past decade. Student chapters of traditional organizations like the American Pharmacists Association, ASHP, National Community Pharmacists Association, and American College of Clinical Pharmacy are now in the company of the Drug Information Association, Academy of Managed Care Pharmacy, Industry Pharmacists Organization, and International Society of Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research. Experiential pharmacy education is the perfect opportunity for students to experience these nontraditional areas of practice as potential career paths. As experiential directors, we encourage our students to leverage these opportunities to be immersed in these practice settings before embarking on a singular career path. Limiting elective choices to a maximum of two experiences without a patient care focus unnecessarily limits opportunities for student pharmacists and for the growth of the pharmacy profession. The move toward competency-based education in pharmacy programs provides a framework to assess the development of patient care provider skills while also allowing greater flexibility (and certainly more responsibility) for colleges and schools to individualize a student’s education. Reevaluating experiential education has also been the topic of discussion of the COVID pandemic citing, “The full scope of the impact of the pandemic on experiential education in pharmacy is still unclear, but this situation should serve as a stimulus for innovation and rethinking the paradigm of how pharmacy programs educate and prepare students for pharmacy practice.”13 A commentary by Fulford and colleagues echoes this sentiment to simplify accreditation requirements and move to a more purposeful framework.14 This group of experiential authors adds to this movement with a call to action to permit students to complete a greater variety of experiential electives that support their nontraditional career interests.

CONCLUSION

Since ACPE Standards are undergoing revisions and competency-based EPA assessments are expected to be included in Standards 2025 to guarantee practice readiness, this is the ideal time to remove the non-patient care elective
APPE restrictions and allow student pharmacists to explore more nontraditional areas of practice. Training graduates to provide optimal patient care remains a primary goal of our programs. Simultaneously training graduates to be innovative thinkers, creative problem solvers, and influential leaders through broader exposure of nontraditional practice areas is essential for the transformation of pharmacy practice.
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